We present some tools for providing situations where the generalised Rota formula of [3] applies. As an example of this, we compute the Möbius function of the incidence algebra of any directed restriction species, free operad, or more generally free monad on a finitary polynomial monad.
Introduction
Decomposition spaces were introduced by Gálvez-Carrillo, Kock, and Tonks [7, 8] as a homotopy setting for Möbius inversion, generalising the Möbius categories of Leroux [15] , in turn a generalisation of locally finite posets [17] and Cartier-Foata finite-decomposition monoids [4] . An important tool in the classical setting is Rota's formula which compares the Möbius functions of two posets related by a Galois connection [17] . In [3] , a generalisation of this formula was established, generalising first from Galois connections between posets to adjunctions between Möbius categories, then to infinity adjunctions between Möbius decomposition spaces, and in fact shown to hold for relationships weaker than adjunctions, namely certain bisimplicial spaces called bicomodule configurations. Any adjunction of categories (e.g. a Galois connection of posets) induces a bicomodule configuration, and the formula of [3] reduces to the Rota formula in the case of a Galois connection.
The goal of the present paper is to provide situations where the generalised Rota formula can be applied. A key point in the construction is the notion of abacus map, a certain family of extra maps on a bisimplicial groupoid, which allows to modify the vertical top face maps artificially in an interesting way. This construction appears mysterious, but it is justified by the main example, the box product of the decomposition space of finite sets and the décalage of the decomposition space of finite posets: in this case the modification is precisely what allows to apply the generalised Rota formula to compute the Möbius function of any directed restriction species, starting with the case of the incidence algebra of finite posets. This first result, for the incidence algebra of the decomposition space of finite posets, is known [1] , but its derivation from the generalised Rota formula is new and interesting. The coalgebra of finite posets is the incidence algebra of a decomposition space which is not a category, and the Möbius function is calculated via a bicomodule configuration (which is not an adjunction) with the decomposition space of finite sets. The construction also yields the Möbius function of the incidence algebra of any directed restriction species, including the Butcher-Connes-Kreimer Hopf algebra, and of the incidence bialgebra of any free operad, or more generally of any free monad on a finitary polynomial monad.
In Section 2, before defining the bicomodule configuration interpolating between the decomposition space C of finite posets and the decomposition space I of finite sets, we set up some general theory, introducing the notion of abacus map to modify a bisimplicial groupoid in a useful way. We furthermore identify conditions needed to obtain the required structure of bicomodule configuration. The constructions are applied to the box product as mentioned, to obtain a bicomodule configuration interpolating between the decomposition space of finite posets and the decomposition space of finite sets.
In Section 3, it is shown that this bicomodule configuration is Möbius. The verifications are actually elementary and amount essentially to computing some pullbacks of groupoids. Finally the generalised Rota formula can be applied rather easily, yielding a relationship between the two Möbius functions. Since the Möbius function for the coalgebra of finite sets is known, this gives a formula for the Möbius function for the incidence algebra of the decomposition space of finite posets:
Theorem 3.4. The Möbius function of the incidence algebra of the decomposition space C of finite posets is
is a discrete poset with n elements 0 else.
We show how the result extends almost verbatim to the incidence algebra of any directed restriction species in the sense of [9] , via the decomposition space interpretation.
Corollary 3.5. The Möbius function of the incidence algebra of the decomposition space R associated to a directed restriction species R :
n if the underlying poset of Q ∈ R 1 is discrete with n elements 0 else.
Corollary 3.6. The Möbius function of the Butcher-Connes-Kreimer Hopf algebra of rooted forests is
We also obtain a similar function for free operads, or more generally free monads on finitary polynomial monads.
Corollary 3.7. The Möbius function of the incidence bialgebra of P -trees (for any finitary polynomial endofunctor P ) is
n if T consists of n P -corollas and possibly isolated edges 0 else.
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1 Set-up
Decomposition spaces
The notion of decomposition space was introduced by Gálvez-Carrillo, Kock, and Tonks [7] , in the general setting of simplicial ∞-groupoids, and independently by Dyckerhoff and Kapranov [5] under the name unital 2-Segal space. The natural level of generality for decomposition spaces in combinatorics is that of simplicial groupoids, because many combinatorial objects have symmetries, which are taken care of by the groupoid formalism. For a survey motivated by combinatorics, see [10] .
To state the definition, recall first that the simplex category ∆ has an activeinert factorisation system: an arrow is active when it preserves endpoints, and is inert if it is distance preserving. In the present contribution, a decomposition space X : ∆ op → Grpd is a simplicial groupoid such that the image of any active-inert pushout in ∆ is a pullback of groupoids. It is enough to check that the following squares are pullbacks, where 0 ≤ k ≤ n:
Decomposition spaces can be seen as an abstraction of posets. The pullback condition is precisely the condition required for the span
to define a counital coassociative comultiplication on Grpd /X 1 , called the incidence coalgebra. See also [16] for the exact role played by the decomposition space condition. [7, Proposition 3.5] ). Every Segal space is a decomposition space. In particular, the nerve of a poset is a decomposition space.
A map f : X → Y of simplicial spaces is cartesian on an arrow [n] → [k] in ∆ if the naturality square for f with respect to this arrow is a pullback. A simplicial map f : X → Y is culf if it is cartesian on all active maps. The culf functors induce coalgebra homomorphisms between the incidence coalgebras [7, Lemma 8.2] .
Recall that a map of groupoids is a monomorphism when its fibres are either empty or contractible. A decomposition space is called complete if s 0 : X 0 → X 1 is a monomorphism, see [8, §2] . Under this condition, a general Möbius inversion principle holds [8] . A complete decomposition space X is called Möbius if it is locally finite and of locally finite length [8, §8] . The first condition ensures one can take homotopy cardinality to pass from groupoids to Q-vector spaces and obtain the standard incidence coalgebra (as a Q-algebra); the second condition ensures that the Möbius inversion formula admits a cardinality.
Let us recall the definition of décalage [11] . Given a simplicial space X, the lower décalage Dec ⊥ (X) is the simplicial space obtained by deleting X 0 , all d 0 face maps and s 0 degeneracy maps. The original d 0 maps induce a simplicial map 
Bicomodules
A bisimplicial groupoid is an object of the functor category
The horizontal face and degeneracy maps will be denoted by d k and s k , and the vertical ones by e k and t k . A double Segal space is a bisimplicial groupoid satisfying the Segal condition for each restriction ∆ op × {[n]} → Grpd (the columns) and {[n]} × ∆ op → Grpd (the rows). An augmented bisimplicial groupoid is an object of the functor category
where ∆ + is the augmented simplex category of all finite ordinals and order-preserving maps.
Stability was introduced in [2] for bisimplicial sets, and in [3] for bisimplicial ∞-groupoids. In the case where every row and column of the bisimplicial groupoid is Segal, the stability condition has a simple expression [3, Lemma 2.3.3]: a double Segal space B : ∆ op × ∆ op → Grpd is stable if just these two squares are pullbacks
A comodule configuration is a culf map v : C → Y from a Segal space C to a decomposition space Y . A right pointed comodule configuration is a comodule configuration C → Y such that the Segal space C is augmented, and with new bottom sections s −1 : C n−1 → C n , see [3, §4] . A right pointed comodule configuration v : C → Y is complete if the new degeneracies s −1 : C n−1 → C n are monomorphisms. A right Möbius comodule configuration is a complete right pointed comodule configuration C → Y such that the decomposition space Y is Möbius and the augmented comodule is Möbius, that is
• C is locally finite: the groupoid C 0 is finite and both s −1 and d 0 are finite maps;
• C is of locally finite length: for all a ∈ C 0 , the fibres of d
− → C n → C 0 over a are empty for n sufficiently large, where − → C n is the full subgroupoid of simplices with all principal edges nondegenerate [3, §4.5] .
Similarly a left Möbius comodule configuration is a complete left pointed comodule configuration u : D → X such that the decomposition space X is Möbius and the augmented comodule is Möbius, using the extra top degeneracy map t ⊤+1 and the top face map e ⊤ .
A bicomodule configuration is an augmented stable double Segal space B such that the augmentation maps are culf, and moreover B 
. . 
where ⋆ l and ⋆ r are dual to the comodule structures, δ R is the linear functor given by the span B 0,0 ← − Y 0 − → 1, and δ L is the linear functor given by the span
Any adjunction of categories induces a bicomodule configuration (which is Möbius if the two categories are), and the formula reduces to the Rota formula in the case of a Galois connection between locally finite posets.
Layered finite posets and layered finite sets
We refer to [9] for the following material. An n-layering of a finite poset P is a monotone map l : P → n, where n = {1, . . . , n} are the objects of the skeleton of the category of finite ordered sets (possibly empty) and monotone maps. The fibres P i = l −1 (i), i ∈ n are called layers, and can be empty. The objects of the groupoid C n of n-layered finite posets are monotone maps l : P → n and the morphisms are triangles
where P → P ′ is a monotone bijection. They assemble into a simplicial groupoid C. The face maps are given by joining layers, or deleting an outer layer for the top and bottom maps. The degeneracy maps are given by inserting empty layers. Proposition 1.4 ([9, Proposition 6.12, Lemma 6.13]). The simplicial groupoid C of layered finite posets is a decomposition space (but not a Segal space), and is complete, locally finite, locally discrete, and of locally finite length.
The incidence coalgebra of C has comultiplication given by the span
where d 1 joins the two layers, and d 2 and d 0 return the two layers. The comultiplication of a poset is thus obtained by summing over admissible cuts (a 2-layering of the poset) and taking tensor product of the two layers.
Similarly, let I n denote the groupoid of all layerings of finite sets. Again these groupoids assemble into a simplicial groupoid, denoted I. 
]).
The simplicial groupoid I is a Segal space, and hence a decomposition space, which is complete, locally finite, locally discrete, and of locally finite length.
The simplicial groupoid C is the decomposition space corresponding to the terminal directed restriction species, finite posets and convex maps, while I is the decomposition space corresponding to the terminal restriction species, finite sets and injections. The incidence coalgebra of I is the binomial coalgebra [9, §2.4] with well-known Möbius function (−1)
n for a set with n elements.
Bisimplicial groupoids, abacus maps, and bicomodule configurations
We want to define a bicomodule configuration interpolating between the decomposition space C of finite posets and the decomposition space I of finite sets, in order to relate the Möbius functions of the incidence algebras of these decomposition spaces.
As explained in the introduction, we shall achieve this by modifying the box product I Dec ⊥ C, and we introduce the notion of abacus map for a bisimplicial groupoid for this purpose. The modification is necessary in order to be able to define an extra vertical degeneracy map, in turned required to establish the Möbius property.
Abacus maps
Let B be a bisimplicial groupoid with horizontal face and degeneracy maps denoted by d k and s k , and vertical face and degeneracy maps denoted by e k and t k . A family f of maps f i,j : B i+1,j → B i,j+1 is called an abacus map if
• for all j, the map f •,j : Dec ⊤ (B •,j ) → B •,j+1 is simplicial (between columns) except for the top face map,
Then the groupoids B i,j with the newẽ ⊤ form a bisimplicial groupoid, denotedB (for which f is still an abacus map).
Proof. Firstly, let us prove that the newẽ ⊤ is simplicial between rows: since the map f i,• is simplicial, and by the face-map identities for the rows, we havẽ
and similarly for s k . Secondly, let us check that the columns are simplicial. The simplicial identities involvingẽ ⊤ =ẽ i : B i,j → B i−1,j are:
2. e kẽ⊤ =ẽ ⊤ e k , for k < i;
To verify the first two identities, we use the commutativity of horizontal maps against vertical maps, and that f •,j is simplicial except for the top maps. The third identity is exactly the last condition in the definition of an abacus map.
We say an abacus map is perfect if f i,j e ⊤−1 = d ⊥ f i,j+1 f i+1,j and e ⊤ = d ⊥ f i,j for all i, j. We get the following proposition, whose proof is straightforward. Given an augmented bisimplicial groupoid B, we say an abacus map is left augmented if there are maps f i,−1 :
is augmented simplicial for all i ≥ 0, that is the following diagram commutes
and moreover uf i,−1 = e ⊤ :
We say an abacus map is right augmented if there are maps f −1,j :
We say an abacus map is augmented if it is left and right augmented. Proof. We only need to check the commutativity with the new top face map, which is a direct verification: Proof. We only need to verify it coequalises e 0 andẽ 1 . We have
Remark 2.5. A augmented perfect abacus map produces an example of a cocartesian nerve in the sense of [3] , that is a map N cocart : Cat
where N cocart (p) i,j is a mapping space preserving cocartesian arrows, and ∆ /∆ 1 is a category of shape like ∆ /∆ 1 , but with extra diagonal maps. This ensures Grpd /B 0,0 is pointed as a right comodule over Grpd /B 1,−1 .
Example 2.6 (Bisimplicial groupoid associated to a functor). Given a functor F :
X → Y between categories, we consider the groupoid B i,j whose objects consist of (i+j+1)-tuples of composable morphisms such that the i first morphisms are given as images of morphisms in X. An object in B i,j can be pictured as follows:
. . . y.
F f
The groupoids B i,j assemble into a (augmented) bisimplicial groupoid, where horizontal face and degeneracy maps are given by face and degeneracy maps of the nerve of Y , and similarly, vertical face and degeneracy maps are given by face and degeneracy maps of the nerve of X. This is moreover a bicomodule configuration. There is an (augmented) perfect abacus map sending 
Bicomodule configurations
Given two simplicial groupoids X and Y , their box product [12] is the bisimplicial groupoid X Y given by the groupoids X i × Y j , with horizontal and vertical face and degeneracy maps induced by those of X and Y . We shall be concerned rather with the box product
and use the following notation: the horizontal maps d k : B i,j → B i,j−1 and s k : B i,j → B i,j+1 are given by:
where d k and s k are the face and degeneracy maps of Y . The vertical maps e k : B i,j → B i−1,j and t k : B i,j → B i+1,j are given by:
where e k and t k are the face and degeneracy maps of X. Note that since the second factor is given by décalage, there is also an extra bottom degeneracy map given by s −1 = id X i ×s 0 . There are also augmentation maps u : B •,0 → X • × Y 0 given by id X ×d 1 , and v : B 0,• → X 0 × Y given by the décalage map. The following trivial lemma will be invoked several times.
Lemma 2.7. The following square of groupoids is a pullback:
Suppose f is an augmented abacus map for B := X Dec ⊥ Y , such that f •,j is a right fibration (that is cartesian on bottom face maps e ⊥ ), and f i,• is a left fibration (that is cartesian on top face maps d ⊤ ). Then the modified augmented bisimplicial groupoidB with the newẽ ⊤ obtained from the abacus map as in Theorem 2.1 form an augmented bisimplicial groupoid which is double Segal, stable, and such that the augmentation maps are culf.
The bisimpliciality follows from Theorem 2.1. We split the rest of the proof into the following Lemmas 2.9-2.11. Lemma 2.9. Suppose f •,j is a right fibration, that is cartesian on bottom face maps e ⊥ . Then for every i ≥ 0, the simplicial groupoidB i,• is Segal, and for every j ≥ 0 the simplicial groupoidB •,j is Segal.
Proof. The simplicial groupoidB i,• is Segal since it is the product with the groupoid X i of the décalage of the decomposition space Y . The simplicial groupoidB •,j is Segal if, for all j ≥ 0, and n ≥ 1, the following square is a pullback B n+1,jBn,j B n,jBn−1,j . 
By definition, the left-hand one is the following square
which is a pullback by Lemma 2.7. The right-hand square is a pullback since the décalage map of a decomposition space is culf. 
The top square is a pullback since Y is a decomposition space. The bottom one is a pullback because f i,• is a left fibration.
Layered sets and posets
We now specialise to the situation where X = I the decomposition space of layered finite sets and Y = C the decomposition space of layered finite posets.
Lemma 2.12. The simplicial groupoid B := I Dec ⊥ C has an augmented abacus map with f i,j : B i+1,j → B i,j+1 given by moving the last layer of the set into a new first layer of the poset.
Proof. Remark that the augmentation column is I and the augmentation row is C. The groupoid B i,j consists of pairs of layerings (S → i, P → j+1) where S is a finite set, and P is a finite poset. The map
The following picture represents the map f 2,1 sending an element in the groupoid B 3,1 to an element in the groupoid B 2,2 , where layers are numbered from bottom to top.
The verification of the abacus map axioms is straightforward.
Lemma 2.13. The map f •,j is a right fibration and the map f i,• is a left fibration.
Proof. The map f •,j is a right fibration: for each (S, P ) ∈ B n,j , the fibres of e 0 : B n+1,j → B n,j along (S, P ) and e 0 : B n,j+1 → B n−1,j+1 along f n−1,j (S, P ) consist both of triples (A,
where A is a finite set and α and β are monotone bijections:
The map f i,• is a left fibration: for each (S, P ) ∈ B i+1,j , the fibres of d ⊤ : B i+1,j+1 → B i+1,j along (S, P ), and of d ⊤ : B i,j+2 → B i,j+1 along f i,j+1 (S, P ) are equivalent since they consist both of pairs (S ′ → i+1, P ′ b − → j+2), such that S ′ ≃ S, and b −1 ({0, . . . , j + 1}) ≃ P .
The main object of interest will be the augmented bisimplicial groupoid obtained by applying Theorem 2.1 to B. We denote it B. By unpacking the general construction we get the following explicit description: the groupoid B i,j consists of pairs of layerings (S → i, P → j+1) where S is a finite set, and P is a finite poset. For example, B 0,0 is the groupoid of 1-layered finite posets. The horizontal face maps (taking place only on the (j+1)-layered finite poset part) are given by:
joins the layers (k+1) and (k+2) of the poset, for all j > 0 and 0 ≤ k ≤ j − 1;
Horizontal degeneracy maps are given by inserting empty layers:
inserts an empty (k+2)nd layer in the poset, for all j ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ k ≤ j. The vertical face maps are given by:
• e ⊥ = e 0 : B i,j → B i−1,j deletes the first layer of the set, for all i > 0;
• e k : B i,j → B i−1,j joins the layers k and k+1 of the set, for all 0 < k < i.
According to the modification, the top vertical face map is given by e ⊤ = d 0 • f i,j .
• e ⊤ = e i : B i,j → B i−1,j joins the last layer of the set and the first layer of the poset into the first layer of the poset.
In this way, the top vertical map keeps some information about the last layer of the set, instead of just throwing it away. Vertical degeneracy maps are given by inserting empty layers: t k : B i,j → B i+1,j inserts an empty (k+1)st layer to the set, for all 0 ≤ k ≤ i. The augmentation maps are u : B i,0 → I i deleting the whole 1-layered poset and v : B 0,j → C j deleting the first layer of the poset. It should be noted that the row B 0,• is the lower décalage of C, that v is the décalage map given by the original d 0 , and that u is the augmentation map that décalage always have.
Proposition 2.14. With augmentations maps u and v, the simplicial groupoid B is a bicomodule configuration.
Proof. The result follows from Lemmas 2.12-2.13 and Proposition 2.8.
Möbius functions
Möbius function of the decomposition space of finite posets
The augmented bisimplicial groupoid B of layered sets and posets is a bicomodule configuration between I and C. By Theorem 2.4.1 of [3] , the spans induce on Grpd /B 0,0 the structure of a bicomodule over Grpd /I 1 and Grpd /C 1 . In order to be in position to apply the generalised Rota formula from Theorem 1.3, we first need more structure to define Möbius functions, and then some finiteness conditions to take homotopy cardinality. Proof. The right pointing is given by the extra degeneracy map s −1 = id I i ×s 0 that the décalage always have, and is thus a section to d 0 . It is also a monomorphism since s 0 is a monomorphism (the decomposition space C of layered finite posets is complete).
The right completeness of Lemma 3.1 holds for any bisimplicial groupoid of the form X Dec ⊥ Y such that that X is a Segal space and Y a complete decomposition space. In contrast, the left completeness of the following lemma requires further structure, namely the extra top degeneracy map which we can define in this specific example (and which is a section to the new top face map but not to the old). Proof. We provide a left pointing: define a new extra (vertical) degeneracy map t ⊤+1 : B i,j → B i+1,j for i ≥ −1 in the following way: we move the discrete part of the bottom layer of the poset into a new top layer of the set. It is a section to e ⊤ . It is also a monomorphism: the fibre F (S,P ) of t ⊤+1 over (S a − → i+1, P b − → j+1) is given by the pullback
If P is a (j+1)-layered poset such that the bottom layer has an non empty discrete part, then the fibre is empty. Otherwise, the fibre consists of pairs (S ′ , P ′ ) such that S ′ ≃ a −1 ({1, . . . i}), the discrete part dP ′ 1 of the bottom layer of the poset P ′ is isomorphic to the last layer of the set S, that is dP ′ 1 ≃ a −1 ({i+1}), and P ′ −dP ′ 1 ≃ P . There can only be one morphism, and the fibre is then contractible. The augmented bisimplicial groupoid of layered sets and posets is a Möbius bicomodule configuration. The main contribution of the present paper is the fact that the following formula can be derived from the generalised Rota formula of Theorem 1.3. This right coaction γ r splits a 1-layered poset into two 1-layered posets.
Computing the right-hand side of the formula of Theorem 1.3, we obtain
Indeed, |δ L | is different from 0 only if evaluated on the empty poset, and we are in this situation only if the 2-layered poset in B 0,1 consists of an empty first layer, and a second layer with the whole original poset. The left-hand side gives
Indeed, |δ R | is different from 0 only for the empty set, and we are in this situation only if the 2-layered poset in B 1,0 consists of an empty second layer, and a first discrete layer (that is a set) in I 1 . We conclude by recalling that the Möbius function µ of a set S with n elements is given by µ(S) = (−1) n .
Möbius function of any directed restriction species
We have treated the case of the decomposition space of finite posets, corresponding to the terminal directed restriction species. A directed restriction species is a groupoidvalued presheaf on the category C of finite posets and convex maps. Every directed restriction species R : C op → Grpd defines a decomposition space R (and hence a coalgebra); we refer to [9] for all details. This decomposition space comes equipped with a culf functor R → C [9, Lemma 7.6]. It follows that R is complete, locally finite, locally discrete, and of locally finite length, and is in particular a Möbius decomposition space. Examples of directed restrictions species include rooted forests and directed graphs of various kinds [9] . Having computed the Möbius function for the decomposition space C in the previous section, we can now obtain it for all directed restriction species. Proof. Once an expression has been found for the Möbius function of the decomposition space C, it can be pulled back to R along the culf functor R → C to obtain the corresponding expression for the Möbius function of R, as done in [10] .
Note that an ordinary restriction species in the sense of Schmitt [18] is a special case of a directed restriction species, namely one supported on discrete posets [9] . The Möbius function then reduces to the well-known formula (−1)
n for an underlying set with n elements, see [10, §3.3.10] . Finally, we obtain the Möbius function of the incidence bialgebra of P -trees, for any finitary polynomial endofunctor P : Grpd /I → Grpd /I , that is, given by a diagram of groupoids I → E p − → B → I such that the fibres of E p − → B are finite. A P -tree is a tree with edges decorated in I, and nodes decorated in B; we refer to [6] for a precise definition and examples. Note that allowing the nodeless tree, the notion of forests do not form a directed restriction species [9, §7.12] . where T P is the groupoid of P -trees, T ′ P is the set of isomorphism classes of P -trees with a marked leaf, the left map returns the decoration of the marked leaf, the right map returns the decoration of the root, and the middle map forgets the mark. Operads can be seen as certain polynomial monads [14, §2.6] . The operations are the P -corollas. The factorisations of operations correspond to cuts in trees. The bialgebra of P -trees is the incidence bialgebra of the free monad on P , meaning the incidence bialgebra of the two-sided bar construction on the free monad on P , see [14] .
The core of a P -tree is the combinatorial tree obtained by forgetting the Pdecoration, the leaves, and the root edge [13] . It defines a culf functor from the bar-construction of a free monad to the decomposition space of trees [14] . In the same way as the proof of Corollary 3.5, we pull back the expression of Corollary 3.6 along the culf functor to conclude.
